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FABRttCAT10N OF SUBMICRON SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES BY HOLOGRAPHIC METHOD ――…

工V  SUBMICRON GATE PROCESS
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Central Rё search Lab., Matsushita Electric lndustrial Co., Ltd.

tlolographic photolithography has been shown to have a high throughput

in a submicron pattern formatior,. l ) Submicron resist paEterns with a high

aspect ratio hrere obtained by the three layered resist structure in cdmbi-

nacion with holographic photolithogr.phy.l) A high precision alignurent $tas

realized by a new holographic configuration which utilized the interference
between a grating on a substraEe and a fringe of two beams in a ,p."".2)
In this paper r w€ describe a holographic submicron gate process and show

characteristics of n-channel MOSFETs fabricated by the holographic process.

The holographic submicron gat,e process was similar to a conventional

n-channel MOS process except the hoLographic gate formation. Fig.1 illus-
Lrates Ehe essential process steps of gate fabrication. After deposition

of 0.16 pm thick poly-Si on a 20 nn thick gate oxide, three Layered resist
structure was formed (upper AZ resisL 0.35 Um/Si3N4 0.1 W/lZ resisE 1 Um).

1 Um gaEe resist paEterns were formed by a conventional U.V. radiation and

development. The developed upper resist was again exposed to holographic

fringes (0.5 pm t/S). By the secondary development, 1 Um gate resist
patterns were made narro\rer to 0.5 Um. Wide electrode areas were also ex-

posed to holographic fringes but remained unchanged (Fig.2). The 0.5 Un

gate patEerns rdere reprecated, to the si3Na filn and further to the 1 uur

thick AZ resisc by reactive ion etching. Gate resist patterns with a high

aspect raEio (t Hm thick/O.S Um wide) were thus realized as shoum in Fig.2.

Source/drains were formed by a self-aligning technique as a con-

ventional process. The final junction depth of less Ehan 0.15.ilmr as re-
quired by scaling considerations, Ii/as achieved by a high dose, low energy

singie implantation (A"* 2x1015 "*-t at 25 keV) and double implantation
(As+ 2x1015 "*-2 at 25 kev/p+ 1x1014 cnl-z at 30 kev) followed by annealing

at 900"C for 20 nin, Fig.3 shows simulated impurity profiles. The final
profile for single As+ implantation showed a calculated junction depth of

900 i. and for double As+/P+ implantation, 1300 ;.. The channel B+ concen-

Eration was 9xl}16 
"o,-3 

in the 1 Ocm P-type (t 0 0) wafer and Vg6r 4p-

proximately 0.5 Volt.

Fig.4 shows V-I characteristics in ohmic and saturation
device with an observed gate patEern lengEh of 0.45 |.tm and a

source/drain implantation. At, a gate volcage of 5 Volc and

strate bias, Lhe breakdor"m of rhe drain junction occured at

ranges of a

double As+/'+

without sub―

about 4.6 Volt
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for a device with a double implantation and at about 4。 l Volt for a device

with a sin31e implantatione  The imprOvement was about O。 5 Volt by a double

implantation graded junction.

We have deIIlonstrated that the holographic Photolithography is one of

the practical methods to fabricate a submicron MOSFET structure with a high

precision alignment and a high throughputo  By the holographic method, even

shorter gate length, 600 Å, can be realized ising an eximer laser, 2300 Å.
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Fig。 3 1mpurity profiles of
s■ mu■ ated concentration ■n the
sOurce/drain areas.

Fig.4 Current-voltage charac-
teristics with zeto substrate
bias and 5 V maximum on the
gate. T, =20nm rL=.45pm ,W=20pm.ox

Fig.Z SEM view of a 0.5 pn gate
patt€Enr
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